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The Eye Of The Lynx
Before last season, Sylvia Fowles had never missed a game as part of the Lynx. But even the WNBA’s all-time leading rebounder fell victim to serious injury during the league’s most unusual year yet.
How Sylvia Fowles Has Remained the Lynx' Stabilizing Force
Scientists used a Fitbit and a spy mic to gain new insights into the secret lives of the Canada lynx, one of the most elusive big cats. The findings, published in British Ecological Society ...
Tech wreck: Scientists used Fitbits and a spy mic to listen to the Canadian Lynx hunt, fight and sleep
Sparks guard Brittney Sykes is goal-oriented, to say the least. So before games this season, assistant coach Latricia Trammell gives her a list of realistic defensive challenges to accomplish, ranging ...
Brittney Sykes Is the WNBA’s Defensive Spark Plug
Teammates Napheesa Collier and Sylvia Fowles made the roster for the 2020 Olympic basketball team, and will be joined in Japan by coach Cheryl Reeve.
Two Lynx players to represent Team USA in Tokyo
Composites heating technology will comprise of a fully integrated system with a plug-and-play head module to further extend AFP and cylinder production capabilities.
McNAIR Aerospace Center installs Heraeus Noblelight humm3 technology
Lynx coach Cheryl Reeve tried to sign Clarendon in the offseason. With Lynx guard Aerial Powers out with a hamstring strain and spotty guard play part of the team's early problems, Reeve signed ...
Lynx's Layshia Clarendon fits mold of a courageous, selfless WNBA
Turns out neither did too much. The Lynx remain the WNBA's lone winless team. The second-place Seattle Storm routed the Lynx 82-72 on Friday night at Angel of the Winds Arena, keeping two bad ...
Seattle wins 82-72 to keep Lynx winless
Alex Rodriguez recently became a part-owner of the NBA's Timberwolves and the WNBA's Lynx. Rodriguez reportedly wants to move the Timberwolves to Seattle, according to an insider. Seattle already ...
A-Rod reportedly wants to move the Timberwolves to Seattle, but it might cause a conflict for the WNBA's Lynx
she would look them in the eye, then let it go. "There was no thought of failure with her. She always was ready to make the next play." The last great moment for the Lynx was on Oct. 4 ...
Reusse: Lynx show they are still missing Maya Moore
If pushed, I must choose Charles Dickens, because I can’t think of any other author who can move me to laughter and tears in the space of a page – sometimes in the same sentence. My study, see above, ...
Small Pleasures author Clare Chambers: ‘Spiritually I am a 50s spinster in sensible shoes’
The Lynx walked out of Target Center on Saturday having won for the fourth time in five games after a victory over Los Angeles. But it came at a price, as only eight players walked out of the arena ...
Lynx lose Aerial Powers and Natalie Achonwa to injuries
Taking advantage of XR2’s support for many cameras, Lynx has equipped with the R-1 with six cameras: two B&W positional tracking (B&W), two for pass-through AR (RGB), and two for eye-tracking (IR).
LYNX Reveals Standalone MR Headset with Snapdragon XR2, Eye-tracking, & Novel Optics
Crystal Dangerfield was 4 of 5 from 3-point range and finished with 16 points and Minnesota beat the Los Angeles Sparks 80-64 on Saturday night, spoiling the return of Lynx great — and current ...
Lynx beat Sparks 80-64, spoil return of Augustus
In this week's WNBA Power Rankings, the Seattle Storm still hold the top spot, thanks in part to the MVP-level play of Jewell Loyd. Another week of WNBA ...
WNBA Power Rankings: Jewell Loyd and the Seattle Storm are cooking
Throughout the two days, Sturgeon said he kept his eye on Lincoln and O’Gorman ... Those will premium points next year as the Lynx lose a load of seniors to graduation who were major point ...
'Stressful' state track meet gives Lynx tie for the title
She went 20-for-49 from the perimeter last season, and in the Lynx’s win Sunday sank three of seven attempts. Though her individual growth is important, Collier has an eye toward ensuring the ...
Former UConn women’s basketball star Napheesa Collier is back and finding ways to help struggling Minnesota Lynx
The former Minnesota Lynx star returns to the Target Center on ... But as Onyenwere shines in New York, I'm also keeping an eye on Aari McDonald in Atlanta. McDonald, who was the No. 3 overall ...
WNBA buzzer-beaters: Which players are the most clutch shooters in the league?
Although a 100-point game will always catch the eye of a casual fan, Minnesota Lynx coach Cheryl Reeve says her team's defense is what's enabled them to find traction after an 0-4 start.
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